I am honored to share some observations and thoughts on the life, character, and career to date of Chief Judge William H. Pryor Jr. He has played an important role in Alabama history and in defending the historic principles of the American constitutional order. It speaks well of this law review to pause a moment and recognize his work.

In my life in law and politics, I have met a number of persons of high character and ability who have deployed their talents to public service, but Bill Pryor’s record is unsurpassed. That is why he has become an inspiration to so many. I have had an opportunity to work with him and to observe him closely at various times over the years. That he has become one of the most respected legal minds in America and one of our most able jurists, few would deny. Such has been his superb service that I know he was on the final short list for nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court and would have made a superb addition to it.

Bill was surely shaped at an early age by his upbringing in Mobile with wonderful Christian parents. There he developed a rich faith and understanding in the great Catholic tradition of heart and mind. Even as a young law student at Tulane, he had already begun to demonstrate a serious interest in the important issues facing our country and the judiciary. As Editor in Chief of the Tulane Law Review, he reached out to then U.S. Attorney General, Edwin Meese, asking him to come to Tulane to speak at a law review event. Meese had very recently made an important address opposing judicial activism.¹ In legal circles, this became a breakout moment for originalism, resulting in an intense national debate, as it was a direct challenge to the then-prevailing legal orthodoxy. As he began his legal career, Bill’s thinking on such issues was already becoming evident, as was his courage to stand up for his convictions.

I first got to know Bill during my uphill 1994 campaign for Alabama attorney general against the incumbent, Jimmy Evans. On behalf of the state, Evans had entered into a settlement of a federal lawsuit alleging Alabama’s method of electing supreme court judges was discriminatory.² In effect, the settlement would have allowed the plaintiffs and their plaintiff lawyer allies to


add two new judges to the court, above the number set by the Alabama constitution, judges of their choice, without election, a shocking and unprecedented remedy.\(^3\)

The district court set a hearing to receive public comment,\(^4\) and I intended to personally appear as a citizen and object. But time was very short. I needed draft remarks from a skilled attorney at the last minute. I heard that Bill Pryor, then a practicing attorney at a prominent Birmingham firm, was the best. It was late to ask a rising attorney to jump into this constitutional litigation, but I promptly called for his help.

Fortunately, he had already concluded that the settlement was legally flawed and dangerous, and he readily agreed. Indeed, he relished the task of striking a blow for the Alabama constitution and the rule of law. I came to know this was the core of Bill Pryor. He loves America, the rule of law, and a good fight. As the line in the popular song declares, his “eyes . . . flash at the sound of lies,”\(^5\) and he has always felt a high duty to use his great talents to protect and advance the American legal system. The remarks he prepared for me were brilliant. They demolished the legal legitimacy of the Evans settlement at the highest level. They were just what was needed. I was proud to deliver them, word for word, and thrilled to have become acquainted with Bill.

A few months later, the political winds had shifted. From trailing badly, I won by a sizable margin.\(^6\) It was great news when Bill agreed to leave his firm, take a sizeable pay cut, and become Special Deputy Attorney General for Civil and Constitutional Litigation. Leaving private practice for public service represented a major turn in his life and for his family, and it was one that would hugely benefit the State of Alabama beyond what its citizens could then appreciate.

Ours was a lean team. We had been left an office that was essentially financially bankrupt. Conditions were so dire that after terminating the jobs of nearly one-third of the employees, the budget was still not balanced. Everyone carried a heavy load. Bill’s presence was positively felt immediately in a host of ways. Importantly, it fell to him, at age thirty-three, to be the top litigator in our efforts to restore confidence and integrity in our state’s legal system during a time of confusion and legal conflict.

There were two pressing matters of extreme importance facing the attorney general. The first was the previously mentioned “settlement” of the lawsuit challenging the method of electing Alabama supreme court judges, which was
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on appeal. Second, the election for chief justice of the Alabama Supreme Court
had resulted in an apparent razor-thin 700-vote victory for Republican Perry
Hooper over the Democrat incumbent Sonny Hornsby, out of some one
million cast. It had been a well-funded, bitter race, with trial lawyers and
business groups at odds. Hornsby contested the certification of the results.

While still in office, lame-duck Attorney General Evans had entered the
election litigation on behalf of Hornsby by taking the curious position that the
Alabama law requiring that absentee ballots be notarized or witnessed before
they could be legally counted should not be followed and that all such ballots
should have been counted.

These cases were in the newspapers and media almost every day. The legal
credibility of the Office of the Alabama Attorney General was at stake. Our
litigator, counsel, and advocate throughout was young Bill Pryor, only days in
the office. The briefs, hearings, and arguments were his. It all came from his
fertile mind and his legal principles. He went out to battle. His arguments in the
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals prevailed in both cases. The court firmly
found that the Evans “settlement” was not legitimate and struck it down,
protecting the authority of the Alabama constitution. And, in the Hooper–
Hornsby contest, the Eleventh Circuit opinion held that our defense of the
Alabama absentee ballot requirements (which had reversed the Evans position),
was correct. As part of the opinion, the court held that it was impermissible
for a state to use different standards for counting ballots in different parts of
the state. This became a very important issue later when the historic Bush v.
Gore election contest arose in Florida. As Bill was an expert on this issue, he
became well known to the top team of Bush lawyers. President Bush and his
legal team saw something special in Bill, as I did, and he became an early Bush
nominee for the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals.

From the start, our team, Chief Deputy Attorney General Richard Allen,
Bill Pryor, now federal Judge Kristi Lee, and all the staff shared high goals for
the office. Make no mistake, in this effort, Bill was invaluable. These two cases
that Bill handled so ably were historic and impactful ones for Alabama.

Richard became Bill’s direct supervisor. Richard is a great lawyer, had
twenty years of top law firm practice and had been managing editor of this
Alabama Law Review in 1973. He was to review young Bill’s briefs, confident
that he could improve the work product in these cases of great importance. As
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Richard likes to say, “[H]ow wrong I was. Try as I might, I could not find a single flaw, and in fact, I could find nothing that even needed improvement.”

Richard’s admiration for Bill remained strong as he continued as chief deputy for Bill’s almost seven years as attorney general. No one worked more closely with Bill during these years than Richard. He correctly describes Bill this way: “In . . . two years Bill had established himself as a principled conservative, an intellectual powerhouse, and a lawyer whose integrity and ethics were above reproach.” He notes that Bill’s “dedication to the rule of law was tested many times during his tenure but his core belief always prevailed.”

Soon, Senator Howell Heflin announced that he would not seek re-election. After only two years as attorney general, I was elected and departed to the Senate. The Governor would name my replacement. I was confident that Bill was the right person to carry on our reforms and lead the office to higher levels. I was extremely pleased that Governor Fob James, after much care, took my recommendation and appointed Bill as Alabama’s attorney general. He was, at the time, the youngest state attorney general in the country. He had been at the center of and was a contributor to all our major decisions. He knew Alabama and what was needed. He possessed courage and integrity. He was ready for the job. Two years later, he was elected attorney general on his own and re-elected again four years later with the highest vote percentage of any statewide candidate.

During his service as attorney general, Bill always resisted political pressure in order to remain true to sound principles and the rule of law. While he defended in court the legal right of an Alabama circuit judge to display the Ten Commandments, when that same judge became chief justice of the Alabama Supreme Court and refused to comply with a federal court order to remove a monument in the supreme court foyer, as was his duty, Bill presented the ethics case that resulted in the judge’s removal. And, when just about every state attorney general joined the unprecedented lawsuit against the tobacco industry, Bill steadfastly refused to join their dubious and expansive legal
theory despite extreme pressure to do so. He was, however, able to fashion a legal theory that he found to be principled and which allowed Alabama to justifiably share in the proceeds of the suit.

Bill also became a top leader among attorneys general nationwide and was a strong advocate by leading or joining suits of national significance. He created a new office of solicitor general in Alabama to advance issues of high importance. And, there was so much more. While strongly pro-life, he correctly and dutifully sent a directive to Alabama district attorneys advising that parts of a new Alabama anti-abortion law were contrary to U.S. Supreme Court rulings and could not be enforced, upsetting many supporters and allies.

Bill Pryor is certainly a strong conservative, and he has always understood that conservatism and law demands justice for all. This was again made clear when he opened his remarks at his inauguration for a second full term as Alabama’s attorney general with the words: “Equal under law today, equal under law tomorrow, equal under law forever.” Everyone, including civil rights advocates, knew he believed fully in these words. He was the driving force behind the important initiative to remove old language from our constitution that barred interracial marriage. The change required a vote of the people, and his bold public leadership resulted in the people of Alabama voting to remove that stain from our constitution.

Bill Pryor’s principled commitment to equality and public service was well known by all in Alabama, especially to our minority community. They had faced discrimination and many disappointments over the years, but in Bill Pryor they knew they had a man who would not tolerate injustice. This was demonstrated by leading Alabama African-American Democrats strongly supporting his confirmation to the Eleventh Circuit.

Congressman Artur Davis encouraged President Bush to nominate Bill for the Eleventh Circuit, saying he believed that Alabama would be proud of the service of his friend. Joe Reed, long-time chairman of the Alabama
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Democratic Conference, the party’s African-American Caucus, and who over decades maintained a strong interest in the courts, wrote:

[Bill Pryor] will uphold the law without fear or favor. I believe all races and colors will get a fair shake when their cases come before him . . . . I am a member of the Democratic National Committee and, of course, General Pryor is a Republican, but these are only labels. I am persuaded that in General Pryor’s eyes, Justice has only one label—Justice.30

I am confident that during his years of service in the state, no leader has been a clearer or more principled advocate for civil rights for all than Bill Pryor.

After the titanic Bush v. Gore legal battle that resulted in George W. Bush being sworn in as President, President Bush promptly submitted over a dozen appellate court nominees for Senate confirmation, including Bill Pryor.31

Before a Senate floor vote, a nominee must appear before the Judiciary Committee for a hearing and receive a majority vote.32 Abortion was a hot confirmation issue and Bill’s personal and legal pro-life positions were bold and clear. He had expressed them plainly throughout his public service. As a member of the Judiciary Committee, I expected fireworks and came prepared. Most pro-life nominees were coached to deflect attacks by saying that while they are pro-life in their personal views, the Senate could be sure they will faithfully follow the law even were they to disagree with it. This was a correct but somewhat mealy mouthed response that normally got them by, while often resulting in more vigorous attacks, leaving the nominee looking defensive and apologetic for even having such views. Bill’s record of faithfully following the law would easily have allowed him to honestly take the same position. But Bill was a different nominee. The hearing powerfully demonstrated his integrity and courage.

He handled the questioning superbly, but never more so than during the last set of questions by Senator Arlen Specter, then Chairman of the Judiciary Committee. Senator Specter, as was his pattern, went directly into the issue that seemed most contentious. My memory on this is vivid.

Senator Specter: . . . first I would ask you if this quote is accurate. I have seen a quote or two not accurate. “In the 1992 case of Planned Parenthood v. Casey the Court preserved the worst abomination of constitutional law in our history,” close quote. Is that an accurate quotation of yours?

Mr. Pryor: Yes.
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Senator Specter: Is that one which would fall into the category that Senator Hatch has commented on, you wish you had not made?
Mr. Pryor: No, I stand by that comment.
Senator Specter: Why do you consider it an abomination, Attorney General Pryor?33

At that point you could hear a pin drop. Everyone was hanging on the answer. But Bill was ready. And the answer did not come from some nomination sherpa. In fact, he knew well why he had made the statement years before. It was not some pop-off comment or some slip of the tongue. It was the product of careful judgment developed over years of thoughtful consideration, both moral and legal. He was at ease. He knew what he believed and was not afraid to confess it. The answer:

Mr. Pryor: Well, I believe that not only is the case unsupported by the text and structure of the Constitution, but it had led to a morally wrong result. It has led to the slaughter of millions of innocent unborn children. That’s my personal belief.34

What was left to say? Would the Senate reject a highly qualified nominee for this reason? Must the nominee publicly abandon his personal beliefs on important moral matters to serve as a judge in America? Senator Specter promptly went to another subject. Pro-abortion senators began to slip away. The great expectation of an abortion spectacle went away. In my twenty years on the Judiciary Committee, I had never seen a hearing like it. A single man of integrity, moral courage, and faith spoke the truth, and powerful senators fled.

Tensions after the amazingly close election and the pivotal Bush v. Gore Supreme Court ruling were extremely high. Democrat Senators steadfastly carried out a filibuster of almost all the highly qualified nominees, and Bill Pryor was one who was blocked.35 Such a blanket Senate-floor filibuster was unprecedented, and it continued for months.36

Finally, a bipartisan “Gang of 14” arose to break the log jam.37 They agreed to clear only a certain number of the blocked nominees for votes. It was very important that Bill make the Gang-approved list. Senator Lindsey Graham was a member of the Gang.38 Graham was a fellow member of the Judiciary Committee and an experienced attorney. He carefully studied Bill’s record and quickly saw his legal skill and courage. He became a strong supporter. He said
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to me, “If that guy can’t be a federal judge, nobody can!” More than two years
after his nomination, Bill was confirmed to the court he has so ably served.39

Of course, there is much more about Judge Pryor’s record of service which
others can relate better than I. Suffice it to say, I could not be prouder of or
admire Chief Judge William J. Pryor more. He has been blessed with prodigious
talents, and like a heart surgeon who has a life in his hands, he knows it. He
feels the importance of his work. No one could say that Bill ever lacked
confidence in his abilities and his judgments, and thankfully he was consistently
right. Yet, because he believes to the core of his being, his very soul, that there
is more to life than mammon, early in his professional career, he took the road
less travelled and gave himself up to public service, always demonstrating an
extraordinary purity of purpose. While Bill has had many blessings in his life, I
know he values his wife Kris and his daughters most. They are a truly wonderful
family. Kris is a professional herself and has understood his many demanding
duties. She has also played a key role in keeping him grounded during the ups
and downs of his service.

Commitment to law and service first has always been Judge Pryor’s
approach. Certainly, his high ideals have provided a wonderful example and an
inspiration for others. This has been particularly true for young lawyers whose
lives he has enriched. For those who believe in Providence, the events of Bill’s
career reveal many examples where an unseen hand seems to have been at work.
The trajectory of his successful and important path was shaped by the
thoughtful, selfless, and courageous choices he made along the way.

The nation and our culture mightily struggle today between following
principle or power, between ideology and truth. If America takes the wrong
course, it won’t be because William H. Pryor Jr. failed to stand in the breach.
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